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MEASUREMENTS OF AVERAGE HEAT-TRANSFER AND FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
An iniwtigation
a880ciated pressure
FOR SUBSONIC FLOW OF AIR IN SMOOTH TUBES AT HIGH
SURFACE AND FLUID TEMPERATURES 1
By LEROY V. HUMBLE,WARRENH. LOWDEWIIX. and LELnm C. DESMOX
SUMMARY
oj forced-emuvctiim heat transfer and
drop8 was conducted with. air flom”na
through em~othtube~fOT-an imi--all range of eurjace t&npera:
ture from 636” to 3050° R, inlet-air temperaturefrom 535°
to 1600° R, Reynolds numberup to 500,000, exit .Machnumber
up to 1, heat$ux up to 150,000 Btu pm hour per 8guarefoot,
length-diameterratio from 30 to lgO, and three entrance cow
figuration. Met of the data are for heat addition to the air;
a few re8ult8are includedfor cooling of the air. The mer-all
range of aurfaee-to-air temperaiurt?rai% wa8fio?n 046 to 3.6.
Correlationof the measuredawrage heat-tranejerandfriction
coej%iente with heat addi$hn by conzxmtionatlmethods wherein
the physical prapertie8 of the air were t?wduutedat the aoerage
air temperature rewlted in considerable decrea8e8in both tlw
.Vu88el#number and thefrtktian coej%ieti at mn.etantReynoldi
number in the turbulent re~”on, as the ratio of eqface @npera-
ture to air temperature wa8 increoxed. The e~ect of 8urfa4e-
to-air temperature ratio wag eliminated by ewduating the
physical properties of air, includ<ng density, in the Reynohi8
number, the Nu88elt number, and the friction toe= at a
temperature.higher than the a.oerageair temperature.
Correlation of the heat-i?ansfer coefficients was also affected
by increa8tx in the ammzgeair iknnperature,produced by in-
creasing the inlet-air temperature, which resulted in a decrease
in. tie Nu88elt number. This e$ect of temperature lerel was
reduced by w“ng the smalle8toariution of thermal conducting”@
with temperatureaoai[ablein the literature and wa8 eliminated
when. the thermal cimducti+ waa arbitrarily amwn.ed to
oary as the 8quareroot of tempera.hwe.
lNTRODUCTIO?S
A Iarge amount of data is available in the literature on
forced-convection heat transfer hem iwrfaces to fluids.
Most of these data, however, have been obtained at relatively
low surface temperatures and heat-flux densities, and do not
extend into the range of high temperature and flux that-is
of interest in many current engineering applications. In-
asmuch as convective heat transfer is a boundmylayer
phenomenon, the severe temperature and veIoci@ gradients
in. the fluid film adjacent to the surface (and attendant
variation in fluid properties), which accompany heat transfer ._
at high flus densities, make extrapcdation of existing data __
for low flux densities uncertain. This Possibility has been -
previously recogniz+; for emrnpIe, in references 1 and 2
———
it is indicated that heat. transfer and friction may depend
on both surface and fluid temperatures.
An experimental investigation was undertaken at the _
NACA Lewis Laboratory during 1948-50 to obtain heat- _
transfer and related pressurdrop information for a tide -_x
rmge of surface and fluid temperatures and heat flux. As
part of the generaI program, an investigation was made .-”-
with air flowing through smooth tubes. The effects of such _
variabIes as surface temperature, inlet-air temperature, and
tube-entrance conjuration on heat transfer and pressure
drop have been investigated and are reported in reference _ _=
3 to 6. The results of references 3 to 6 are summarized _
here~ and, in addition, preciously unpublished data shorn _
the effect of tube length-diameter ratio and inlet-air tempera-, _
t.ure on heaktmmsfer and friction cdlioients at high surface
temperature and heat flux are presented. Most of the data
are for heat addition to the air; however, a few prewioudy
unpublished results are incIuded for heat extraction from
-—
the air.
APPARATUS
ARRAXGEMEWP
A schematic diagram of the equipment used in the investi- ._
gationis shown in &we 1 (a). Compressed air was suppIied
through a pressure-regulating vaIve, cleaner, and surge tank
to a second pressure-regdating valve where the flow rate was
controlled. From this second valve, the air flowed through
metering devices and a preheater into a mixing tank, which
consisted of three concentric passages so arranged that. the .
air made three passes through the tank before entering the _
test section. Baf3es were provided in, the central passage
to insure thorough mixing of the air before it entered the ___
test section. From the test section the air flowed through a
second mixing tank and was discharged to the atmosphere.
The test seotion, mixing W&Z, and adjoining pipingw=e
thdy insulated.
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The temperature of the air entering and leaving the test
.
section was measured by thermocouples located downstream
of the mixing baflhw iu the entrance and exit mixing tanks,
respectively.
For the runs with heat addition to the. air, electric power
was supplied to the test section from a 208-volt, 60-cycle
supply line through an autotransformer and a stepdo~n
power trtmformer. The low-voltage leads from the power
transformer were connected to flanges on the test secLion by
flexibIe copper cables. A voltmeter, an ammeter, and a
wattmeter were provided to mmsure the electric-power
input to the test section.
For the runs with heat extraction from the air, the electric-
power supply was disconnected and the test section was sur-
rounded with a water jacket. The warmed air from the pre-
heater was cooled in tho water-jacketed test scption.
TEST SECTIONS
Most of tlm investigation was conducted using test sections
fabricated from commercial Inconel tubing. The range of
tube-waU temperature was extended beyond that attainable
with Inconel by, using one test section made of platinum
(reference 6), which waq installed in a separate setup similar
to that shown in figure 1 (a). One of the test sections used
I
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FIGCEE2.–Entrancm to test sectfons.
for heating the air is illustrated schcmaticn]ly in figuro 1 (b).
Flanges were at tachcd to both ends of tho t ubo to provido .
clcctric contact with the power supply. The dinwqions of .
the various tubes used as test sections in [he invdigtation
were as follows:
Inside Outside Heat- -
Tube materfal dIa&ter dla&jter tkr&# d?$:ei
(h.),
timed ..- . . . . . ..--. —----.-—— aim o.m 30
Do.-- . . . . . . . . . ------------- .402 .WO i!
Do--... -.. -. . . . ..-—.- . . . . . . . .foa 48 1%
PIatlnum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :% .086 24 46
Outside-wall temperature were measured at a number of
stations along the tube by means of thermocouples and sclf-
balancing indicating-type potentiometers. Chromcl-rdumel
thermocouples were used with the Inconel test sections, and
platinum—platinum-rhodium t.hermocouplesj with the plati-
num test section. In general, at each station along tho tube,
two thermocouples were located diametrically opposito and
..
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the average of the two temperatures was taken as the outside
wall temperature at the station. Static-pressure taps wye
located at intervals along each of the Inconel teat sections.
IlrmWigations were made with heat addition to the air
- three types of entrance on the 24-inch Ikmonel tube
(reference 5). The entrances, shown in figure 2, ‘ivere
{a) long approach, (b) right-angle edge, and (c) bellraouth.
The coohg data were obtained with ag InconeI test section
having a len-@h-diameter ratio of 60 and a belhnouth
trance.
PROCEDURE
The foIlotig generaI procedure was used in obtaining
en-
the
experimental &ta: For the heating runs, the inIet-air tem-
perature was set at the &sired vaIue, the inlet-air pressure
was adjusted to give the minimum desired flow rate (mini-
mum Reynolds number), and the electric-power input vwis
adjm=ted to give the desirecl tube-wall temperature. After
equilibrium conditions had been attained, eIectric-power
input, flow rate, tcmperaturw, and pressures were recorded.
The air flow and the power input were then increased in
increments (to increase the ReynoIds number vAiIe main-
taining const~t -wall temperature) and data were recorded
after each incremental increase. The foregoing procedure
was repeated for a rang% of t.ube-walI t.emperatnre with each
of the wwious test sections and entmnce cofigumtions.
For the cooling runs, the inlet-air pressure was adjusted to
give the minimum desired air-flow rate at the desired inlet-air
temperature. The water-flow rate in the viater jacket was
set at a constant -due. After equilibrium conditions were
obtained, the data were recorded a~ in the heating rune.
The inlet+ir pressure was then incrementally varied to cover
a range of Reynolds number vdde maintaining constant
irdet-air temperature. The foregoing procedure bas repeated
for a range of inlet-air temperature.
The orer-all range of conditions for which data were ob-
tained is summariz=d in the following table:
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The over-all range of heat-flux density encountered in the
in-instigation vw from 500 to 150,000 Btu per hour per
square foot of heat-transfer area.
SYMBOLS
The fcdlow-ing symbols are used in the report-:
..—
—-
Cp specific heat of air at eonatant preasuLw ...
9
h
k
k,
L
P
P
Ap
-.
4?
R
r
s
T
T,
T035
t
‘r
T--=n
w’
x
‘Y.
P
P
Pan
- (Btu/(lb) (“F))
inside diameter of test section (ft)
average friction coefficient
modified average friction coefficient
mass veIocity (mass flow per unit cross-
sectional area) (lb/@r) (sq ft))
acceleration due to gravity (4.17X l@
ft/l@
average heat-transfer coefficient (13tu/(hr)
(sqft) (“F))
therm.d conductivity of air 03tu/(br)
(sq ft) (°F/ft))
thermaI conductivity of test-section ma-
terial (Btu/@r) (sq ft) (°F/ft))
heat-transfer length of test section (ft)
absolute . total or stagnation pressure
(lb/(sq ft))
absoIute static pressure (Ib/(sq f t])
Over-aIl static-pressure drop across teek
section (lb/(sq ft])
friction static-pressure drop across test
section (Ib/(sq ft))
-rate of heat transfer to air @tu/hr)
gas constant for air (53.35 ft-Ib/(lb) (“F))
radius of test section (ft-)
heat-trrmsfer area of test section (sq ft)
total or stagnation temperature (OR)
average bulk temperature, defined by
(T,+ TJ/2, (nR)
average ti temperature,” defied by
(T,+ TJ/2, (“R) .,
average film temperature, defined by
T,+O.75 (2’S-T,), ~R)
average outside-wall temperature of test
section (“R)
a~erage inside-wd (surface) temperature
of teat section (%)
static temperature (“R)
velocity (ft/hr)
average velocity, defined by Q/p=a, (ft/hr)
air flOW (lb/hr)
distance from entrance of test sectionlft~
ratio of specific heats of air
absoIute tiosity of air (Lb/(hr) (ft))
density of air (lb/(cu ft-))
a~erage density of air detied by (PI+PJ)
R (t,+t,), (lb/(cu ft))
PrandtI number
ReynoIds number
.- -:
—.
.-
—-
-.
----
.,
—
——
—
.
..—
.-
-
—
—
.—
.- .:,
..~
.-
.—5
-=
. ..+.
--
-: =-
Po.7sKuPo.i6 1modiiied Reynolds numberp,T”&D/p8
hD/k
..-
N’usselt number
21 S637—58—28
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Subscripts:
1
~
‘i
o
b
f
0.75
8
test-section entrance
test-section exit
inner surface of test section
outer surface of test section
bulk (when applied to properties, in-
dicates evaluation at average bulk
Mnpmature Z’b)
film (when applied to properties, in-
dicates evahmtion at average film
temperature T’f)
film (when applied to properties, in-
dicates evaluation at T0.7J
surface (when applied to properties,
indicates evaluation at average ineide-
waII temperature of test section 2’,)
METHOD OF CALCULATION
Physical properties of air,-The physical properties of air
used in the, present investigation are shown in figure 3 as
functions of temperature. The solid curvee are from references
7 and 8, and are in agreement with the values of reference 9.
‘Me dashed curve for thermal conductivity y is from reference
10. The dotted curve represents values of thermal con-
ductivity assumed herein to vary as the square root of Lem-
pmature and ib usc will bc discussed in a subsequent section.
The thermal conduct.ivities from references 7 to 10 were
FN;UREa.—V?.rWcm cdth?rnwd mndu?tIvfty, ateolute vlmxlty, spedflc heut, and Prandtl
number of air with tam~ture.
ext rapohited considerddy beyond the range of expcrimen td
data in the reference reports and have been cxtrapolat cd
still further in figure 3 to cover the tcmperat uro rnngc of thc
present in vw.tigat ion. The upper temperature Iimite of the
experimental data upon which values of thcrmtd conductivity
from references 7, 8, and 10 arc based arc 1050°, 1300°, and
1215° R, respectively.
Except where otherwise stated, the physical property Mm
of references 7 and 8 arc used in the present. report.
Determination of surface temperature,-The avwago
outside-wall tcmpcrat ure of tho test section 2’. was obtainml
by measuring the area under a curve of t.hc tempwaturc
distribution (as obtained from tlwrmocouple rraciings) alc ng
the heat-transfer length and dividing t1](’area by this lc~)gth.
For the heating runs, the average inside-wall (surfum)
temperature T, was then calculated by the following equation
(derived in reference 11):
In equation (1), the assumptions are made that heat is gcm
eratid uniforndy across the tube-walI t.hickncss and that the
heat flow from every point in tho tube rnatcrial is radially
inward. For the present investigation, the radial temperature
drop through the tube wall, calculated from cquat.ion (]),
was very small compared with the difference bctwwm t]w
average inside-wall and the air bulk tempmaturc.
For the cooling runs, the thermocouples were imbcdded in
the L@-section wall and wero assumed to measure the insidc-
wall tcmperat urc, inasmuch as the c.alculat ed tempcrat uro
drops through the wall were smaII.
Heat-transfer coefEcients.-Thc average heat-tmmsfcr
cocffic.ignt h was computed from the. expwimcntn~ data ~J~
the rdation” ,
~= WC,, JTi- T,)
S(T,–TJ
.— (2)
Tho use of the total air temperature Tb insteud of adiab!ltic
w“a.11temperature was considered j ustificd because the differ-
ence hct ween these tcrnperat.ures was small compared with
the dflerence between t.hc avcmge surface and air (or
adinbatic wall) temperatures.
Correlation of the average heat-transfer coefficients wit h
the pertinent vurial.des is discussed in thc section RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION.
lkic~on coefficients.-Frictiou dtita were obLaincd with
and without heat. transfer. Average friction cocfllcicnt~ were
calculated from the cxpmimrntal pressure-drop data as fol- .
lows: The friction prmsure drop was obtained by subtracting
the calctdatcd momentum pressure drop from the measured
static-pressure drop across the test section. Thus
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where G and tz, the absoIute static temperatures at enlmmce
and etit of the test section, respectively, were, in general,
calculated horn the measured mhws of air flow, static pres-
sure, and total temperature by the foIlowing equatio~ which
is obtained by combining the perfect ges Iam, the equation of
continuity, and the energy equation:
(4)
Fo; the bel.hnouth entrance, it was found that the entrance
static temperature tl could be represented with suflicien t
accuracy by the reIation
7—I
()
‘pi ~
“= “ ..E
(5)
h equation (5) the total pressure at the test-section
entrance P1 was assumed to be equal to the static pressure in
the entrance mixing talc, where the veloci~ -was negligible.
.%~erage friction coefficients were calculated by dividing
the friction pressure drop by four times the Iengt-hdiameter
ratio of the tube times a dynamic pressure. The density m
the dynamic pressure was computed @ thee ways, rwiking
in three ddnitions of friction coeflkient.
The fit of these friction coefficients was based on a
density evaluated at the average static prwmre and tem-
perature of the air in the tube; thus
where
(6)
- (7)
In the other two dehitions of fiction coefficicmt, the
density was emhmted at lt.he Mn temperature Tr and at
the average surface temperature 5?,, resulting in equations
(8) and (9), respectively:
f3= ~A:TTm2‘(:)’=(a)’ ‘8)
% 2g
- ~=(:) ’=(%J’ “)
f*= ~A:Tm
% 2g
Correlation of the friction data is disouased in the folIowing
section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AM WALL-TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONS
Representative axial vdl-temperat ure distributions
obtained with heat addition to the air in an Inconel tube
ha-ring a Iengthdiameter rtitio of 60 and a bellmouth entrance
are shown in figure 4. The outside-mall temperature is
plotted against the ratio of the distance from the tube -
entrance to the heat-transfer length x/L for five cMerent ____
rates” of heat transfer to the air. The rate of heat transfer .
to &e air, the air flow, the average inside tube-walI tern-
peratum, rind the temperature rise of the air are tabulated.
The wall temperature increases almost linearly over the
major portion of the tube Iength, and the slope of this part
of the curve increases with an rncrease in rate of heat input.
The huge axid-t.emperature gradients at the entramce and _
tit of the test section are the rmdt of conduction Iosses
through the eIectric connector flanges and cables.
The curves in figure 4 me typical; siroiIar trends were
obtained with other entrances and for other length-diameter
ratios.
1/1 t I I I I II I A I I~
L..--l I/l I I I I I 10’ V?i’1
II I
t I I I I I 1 t I I I
4000
.25 B .75 Loo
D.&funce from entrance of fest section z
!Lengfh of test secfim. E“
FIG~E &—EepreeenWfve outsfdewdl Wnperahre dlst#mtion frx varhm amolmL?of w
input to *. Reynolds nmnk, a~tely 140,~; Imonel tube; len@-dkneter
ratio, 0, klhnouth entmncq inkt.dr terqmahxe, =“ R.
CORRELATION OF HEAT-TRA2SSFER COEFFICIENTS
Conventional correlation based on average air tempera-
ture.-Forced-convection, turbulent-flow, heat-transfer co-
etlicients are generally correlated with other pertinent vari-
ables by means of the familiar rdation in which Ifusselt
number divided by I?randtl number to a power (gcnerdly
0.4) y/~$y’ is plotted against Reyn+de number QD/p,
and in which the physixd properties of the fluid (spec~c
heat, viscosity, and thermal conductivity) are usualIy eval-
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uated at the tivwtige fluid tcmpmature. Rwudts obtained
by heating air flowing through an Incortel tube having a
hmgth-diameter ratio of 60 and a bdmouth entrance
(rcfcrcnc.o 4) arc plotted in this manner in figure 5 (a).
The data shown are for an inlet-air total temperature of
535° R and cover a range of Reynolds number from about
7000 to 500,000. Included for comparison is the average
line obtained by Mc.Ada.ms (reference 2) from corrdation
of the results. of various investigators, The equation cor-
responding to this reference Iinc is
%=”023(3%94 (lo)
.
.
8
.m
(a) Phyakal propwtks of air evalueted at average bulk tempmeture.
(b) Pkwsket propcrtlen of ah ewhmted at were,gs surka temperature.
FIGURES.-Convenflonsl methods of mrretat[ng k+at-transter m#Tidents. Inmmel tube;
lengtbdlameter rntio, !3CUbdhrrouth entrance; Met-sir t.empcraturs, W R.
A family of paraHtd lines representing the various surfw*c-
to-air, temperature ratios and httving slopm of about O,8 ut
Reynolds nurnbms ibovo approximately 25,000 is obtained.
The data for low surface temperatures (7’,, 605° R) me iu
reasonable. agreement with the reference line; however, as
the surfam temperature is raised the dat n faII progressively
bcIo-w the reference line. For examplp, aL a RPynohls
number of 70,000, an increase in T,/Tb from 1.1 to 2.5
(corresponding to an inc.reasc in surface temptwtture from
605° to 2050° R) resuhs in a decrease in [ho ordirtrtte
parameter of about 38 percent. Msmurh M the corre-
sponding change in l?randt.1 number to the 0.4 poker is
smaII, fihout the same pmcentnge decrease occl m in IVussoltl
number.
The results shown in figure 5 (a) me typical of those
obtained with other entram’c mnf@rmtions and @th-
diameter ratios,
Conventional correlation based on surface temperature ---
Tho hea~-transfer” dttt.a of figure 5 (a) are replotted in tlg-
ure 5(b),wherein the physical propcrt.ies of the. airure wnhmtcd
at the rive.rage inside-wall tempwnture T,. Tile Iinr repre-
senting equation (10), ”but with the physical propPrt ics
evahlated at. T4,is included for comparison. The dntti ng~~in
show a separation with surfnc.e temperature level, which in
this case ii greater than when the propt’rties nrc ewduutcd
at the. .Wk temperature. The use of nny temperature
bchween these extremes Wouhlj of course, crtuse an inh!r-
mediate amount of separation of the duta.
In references 1 and 12, htwt-[rttnsfcr cmfh’icnh werr
predictdd for fully developed flow of fluids htiving ti PrnmltI
number of 1.0 in smooth tubes. The unalyses took into
eonsiderat ion the raclial w-trifition of fluid pmpwt irs and
indicated ttn effect of surface-to-fluid tempwut ure rntio
analogous t.o that. shown in tigurr 5.
EfEect of surface-to-fluid temperature ratio.-Thr magni-
tude of me effect on the heat-transfer correlations of surftwe-
to-fluid temperature ratios greater than ‘i,0 is illustrated
more clearly in figure & Lines MC shown for which the ttir
properties are evaIuatcd at bulk tr!mperature Tb, fihn twnpcr-
ature Tf, and surfrw tempmature T,. Tlw line-s correspond-
ing to evalua t.ion of proper t.ics at To aml T, two cross plots
of the data at a Reynolds nurnbcr of 100,000 from f~-
ures 5 (a) and 5 (b), respectively. The line corresponding to
evaluation of air properties at Tf WM obta.inrd from n plot.
similar to those of figure 5,
A series of straight lines is obtuined, which intmwct at,
T,/Tbof 1.0, at which point the ordinate parnnwtcr has tho
value predicted by equation (10). The lines huve increm-
ingly greater negative slopes as the temprrat ure at which
the fiuid properties are evaluated is increased. For cxnnIpIe,
an increase in T,/Tb from 1.0 to 2.5 results in a decrease in
the ordinate parameter of about 40 percent when the pro-
perties are evaluated at Th, of 48 percent when Cvahmled n~
I’j, and of 54 percent when evaluated at T,.
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.ippreciable error can be made (fig. 6) if conventional heat-
tranafer correlation equations- are used to compute heat-
transfer coefficients for surface-to-fluid temperature ratios
appreciably greater than 1.0.
Modi.ded correlation based on surface temperature.—
The slope of the Iiie in iigure 6 corresponding to evaluation
of the ffuid” properties at. T, is —0.8. The ordinate in this
case is (h~/k,)/(cP.sA,/k,)O”~ and the corresponding ReynoMs
number is defined by QD/p,. Inaamuch as at T,/T*= 1.0
equation (10) applies, it might be expected that. the effect
of T./Tb couId be eliminated by incorporating the term
(T~/Z’,)O~in equation (10) with the properties evaluated at
T,. Thus
If the difference
neglected,
*
between total and static temperatures is
Th_pa
T,–g
(12)
and the folio wing relation is obtained by letting G= PhT-a:
(%’)(2)=% (13)
Equation (13) defines a modified form of ReynoIds number
in which tbe conventiomd mass veloci~ (3 is replaced by the
product of air density evahmted at the average surface tem-
perature p, and air velocity evaluated at the average bulk
temperature ~“a. Substituting equation (13) in equation (11)
gi-i-es
9=0023(%9’TwY4 ‘“s (14)
The data of @ure 5 are replotted in @ure 7. hTusseIt
I=zool-!-l-l
l% ‘ [ I I I I I I I I
*I c I r , I , I , I , , b I 1 1 1 1 ?
:12 E!
1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I
I I I I I
A vet-age surface ikm,mxafure ~=
Av.rage buflt temperature ~b
FIGCEE6.–VdSl.f0nofN~It nnmk cUvfdedby Prmmltl nrunber to 0.4 power wftb ratio
of snrfse~bnlk tem~rsturs using canventbnal methods of carrdetfng hea~ke.nsfm
ers5cfents. Reynolds nmnber, 1~,~ InraneI t@ length.dfametar ra@ @ belbnrmtb
entmrw; Met-sir temperetmre, W“ B.
number divided by Pra.ndtl number to the 0.4 power is
pIotted against the modified Reynolds number p.V@/P,.
The use of the modi.ded Reynolds number eliminates the
trenda with respect to surface-to-bulk temperature ratio, so
that for the range of surface temperature and Reynolds
numb= shown the -data can be represented with good accu- ._..
racy by a single line. For modified Reynolds numbers
above about 10,000, the data can be represented very well
by equation (14).
EiYect of entrance con@wation,-Heating data obtained
with an InconeI tube having a Iength-diameter ratio of 60 .
and both long-approach and right -mgle-edge entrances are
shown in we 8. The coordinates are the same as in fig-
ure 7, and the he representing the data of figure 7 (behnouth
entrance) is included in tie figure.
@*vJl
ModifiedReynalds rturnbe<~
.-
FIOCESI i.—Mdifledmethod of mrr&thg heat-t.ramrerWetmisnfs. h?onel tube;Iengtb-
dtarnetar i-stb, q belbnoutb enhauce; Mst-sfr tempsrakre,b3WR physkdW@tW Of .
* evahatedatmrfkcet mperstrm.
The long-approach and belhnouth entrances tend to pro-
vide ftiy developed and uniform velocity prcfles., r=.pec-
tively, at the inlet b the test section. The right-angle-edge
entrance is t~ical of most tube-type heat exchangers.
As shown in fgu.re- 8, the data obtained with the lo~-- ._
approach and right-angI~dge entrances can be represented
with good accuracy by the line which best fitted the data for
the belhnouth entrance show in &me 7. It may be con- ~
eluded that the average heat-transfer coefficient is negligibly
affected by the entrance contlgurat-ions investigated, at least
for length&uneter ratios of the order of 60 or greater.
Effect of length-diameter ratio .-Heating data obtained
with liconeI tubes having kmgth-diameter ratios of 30 and
120 and with q platinum tube having a length-diameter
ratio of 46 (reference 6) me shown in figure 9 (a). The
coordinates are the same as in figures 7 and 8 and the Iine ._
(shown solid) representing the data of figures 7 and 8, which
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me for a lcngthdiameter ratio of 60, is inchlded. The In-
conel tubca had bellnloutl~ entrances, and the platinum tube
had a long-approach entrance; however, as indicated in figure
S, the effect of entrance configuration is negligible.
A small trend with respect to length-diameter ratio is
evident in the turbulent region. The data for length-
dhmetcr ratios less than 60 tend to fall parttllel to, but above,
the r~ference line, whereas the data for a leng~hdiarneter
ratio of 120 fall below the line. This effect of length-
.
.- .-
p V-J)
ka’ified Reynolds nunrbq ‘P3
FIGUEZ k- Effeet of entiee mnflguratlon using modbld method of ccfr elatfng heat-
tromfer @Mfktentn. Inomwl tube; length-dfameter ratfo, ~ Met-air temporatnre, 6S5”R;
phydcal prop?rtk of ah cwaluated at mrfom tempemtum.
diameter ratio has been observed by other investigators (see,
for example, references 1 and 13) and was accounted for by
including a power fu~lction of .tho lengthdiarneter ratio in
the general correlation equation. The exponent 0.054 is
quoted in reference 1 and the value 0.1 is quoted in refer-
ence 13. The exponent 0.1 applies best for the present data
and accordingly the data of figures 7 and 9 (a), corrected for
the effect of lcngthdiarneter ratio, are replottecl in figure 9 (b).
The correction for lengthdiameter ratio appreciably im-
proves the correlation for modified Reynolds numbers above
approximately 10,000, and in this region the data can be
reprmented by the following equation:
The constant 0.034 is 0.023 (equation (14)) multiplied by
60°.1, where 60 is the length-diameter ratio of the tube used
in obtaining the data upon which equation (14) is based.
The data for modified Reynolds numbers below about
10,000 show a trend with respect to lengthdiamet.er ratio
ant-1cannot be represented by a single line.
p J’bil
hkdified Reynolds numbq ‘p,
(a) Uneorreeterl for effeet of lengthdlwmtcr ratio.
(b) -CM for effeet of length-dfametcr ratfo.
FIorrrrx 9.-Effwt of ratio of length to dkanr-ter using modfflod method of corrvlutlng lwd
tramfer mffmlents. InmneI and platfrmm tubq hdet-alr tempwatum, 53S0R; phy~ml
propwtlee 0[ dr evaluated at surfaw ternporattrm.
Tlm data shown in figure !3for the platinum tube (QZlr 46)
were obtained for surfare temperatures up to 3050° R IInd
surface-to-air temperature ratios up to 3.5: it is of intmcst
that, for this extended range of temperature, the datti arc
correlated with negligible scatter by use of tl~e modified
Reynolds number,
Meet of air temperature. —The data presented thus far
were obtained with an inlet-air temperature of about 535° R,
A wide range of surface temperature and corrmponding
surface-to-air temperature ratio was inve.digahxl. In order
to determine whether the correlation applied for a wider
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range of air temperature, tests were made in which the irdet-
air temperature, and hence average air temperature, was
varied. The results are shown in figure 10.
Inspection of figure 10 indicates that the ordinate param-
eter decreases” as the inlet-air temperature and the corre-
sponding average air tempera ture increase. For example,
in @ure 10 (a), at a Reynolds number of approtiately
100,000 and a surface temperature of approximately 1800° R,
an increase in irdet~ir temperature horn 535° to 1460° R
(with a corresponding decrease in T,/T, from 1.9 to 1.2)
results in a reduction in the ordinate parameter of about 24
percent. The ordinate pmameter would decrease further
if the idet temperature were increased until T,jTb was
approximately 1.0. At constant values of T,/T,, the
ordinate parameter varies approximately w temperature
to the —0.2 power.
As much as one-fourth of the observed separation-of the
data with temperature Ievel maybe caused by experimental
error in measuring air temperature at the high temperature
levels. Inasmuch as there is a considerable variation in the
reported values of thermal conductivity at high tenipera-
ture, as is evident in figure 3, the effect may be partIy or
entirely the r-uh of using improperly extrapolated values
of thermal conductivity y.
The vahms of conductivity from references 7 and 8, which
have been used thus far in correlating the present data,
vary appro.ximate& as the 0.85 power of the absolute
temperature. The values from reference 10 vary approxi-
mately as the 0.73 power of the temperature. Inasmuch as
the ordinate parameter of figure 10 varies inversely as
conductivity to the 0.6 potver, the conductivity -would have
to vary as temperature to the 0.85 porer minus 0.2 divided
bF 0.6, or to the 0.5 power, in order to completely eliminate
the effect of temperature level in @ures 10 (a) and (b).
Inspection of ilgures 5 and 6 indicates that the use of
srnder values of thermal conductivity at high temperatures
in correlation of the data vrouId also result in a decrease
of the effect of surface-to-air temperature ralio, so that
correlation of the data according to equation (15), in which
the fluid physical properties and density are evaluated at the
surface temperature, -would result in an overcorrection
of the data with increasing dues of surface-to-air temper-
ature ratio. A relation of the form of equation (15) caq
however, be used for correlation of the data by evaluating
the fluid physical properties and density at a reference
temperature lower than the surface temperature. For
emunple, if conductivity is assumed to vary as t-perature
to the 0.73 power, the effect of surface-to-air temperature
ratio cat be decreased by using a reference temperature
T,.n midway between Trand T,. E conductivity is assumed
to vary as the square root of temperature, the efTect can
be eliminated by using the film temperature T’r as the
reference temperature.
k order to illustrate the effect of using smaUer values of
thermaI conductivity at high temperatures, the data of
I
A6dified Reynokk nu&y
pava
k’%
(a) Physfml properties of air edoatedFA snrface tem~m thermal conductivity proPx-
tfod to 7Y5; Inmnd tok Iengtr.tdmneter mtfn, la.
(b) Ph@mI propertfea of atrevehmted at snrfiwe tem~ratq thermslcenducthftyp rcpx-
tienel to l’c.% pWfnum tub Iength-dfameter ratio, 4?.
FmrEE 10.—EJTeetofMet-air temperature Osingmedbledmethod ofcomelutfngheat-tm-
Ccamcfenfx.
figure 10 (a) are re@c@ecl.@ @we 10 (c) using the conduc-
tivityy data of reference 10, and with the physical properties
and density evahated at the film temperature TO.TS. The
line representing equation (15), which for the lower reference
temperature becomes
R=o-034co;::D)”’t’’i::”75‘15a)
is included for comparison.
-—
.—
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10
Modified Reynotds numbw, ‘Fv~D
(c) PhyslmJ prqkrtiee of elr evakwted at Blm temp-emture T,.TA thermid eonduetlvlty
proportional to ‘f’g.~$;Inemel tube.
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(d) Pbmlml propertim of air emlrmtid at ftlm tam~ratm T,; thermal wnduetfvlty pmpor-
tlonel to .@; Incanel tube.
FIGURE10.–Concluded. Effeet oflnlet-efr bm~eture mfttg modMed method ofcorrelating
heut-trunsfer wotBclents.
For an inlet-air temperature of 1460° R, a surface temp-
erature of 1850° R, and a Reynolds number of 85rO00,
the ordinate parameter is about 15 percent below the refere-
nce line. ~omparison of figures 10 (a) and 10 (c) indicates
that the use of the lower values of conductivity from refer-
ence 10 reduces the effect of temperature level by approxi-
mately one-half, or for constant v“alues of TJ Ta, the ordinate
parameter varies as Lempemture to the —O.1 power.
The data of figure 10 (b), although nol shown, would
fall within the total separation of the data in figure 10 (c).
Figure 10 (d) is included to illustrate the effect of using
still lo,yer values of thermal conduct ivit.y at high twnpma-
tures. The data arc the same as in figures 10 (a) and 10(c),
but in figure 10 (d) t~e conduct ivit.y is assumed to vary as
the square root of temperature and the physical properties
an”d density are evaluated at the IMn ternperaturo T1.
The line representing equation (15), which for the rcfcrmcc
tim temperature T~lwornca
\D-o.034 (“~;Dy”n(2kyy”4(;)-’” (I,b)
f
is included for comparison.
In figure 10 (d) it is indicated that both the effects of air
temperature and surface-to-air temperature ratio arc elimi-
nated by use of the assumed conductivity-tmnpe.raturc re-
lation fmd by evaluation of the physical propmties and
density at the film temperature. Tho data can h rcpro-
sented with good accuracy by cquat ion (15b).
No justification of tho arbitrarily assumrcl con(luctiviLy-
temporatuie relation shown in figure 3 can be given other
than that it results in the best correlation of Lhe data reported
heroin.
Effect of heat extraction .—In reference 12, iL is prdictcd
that with heat extraction from the air the Nussdt number
would increase as th~ lwat-fhx density increases, or as the
surface-tofiir ternpe.raturo ratio decrcmcs. It was further
found that thti effect could bo climinateci by evaluating the
physical properties and density at a rr.fcrencc Lumperature
midway between Tb and T,.
Tests were conducted to dctermint! whether or not the
@ff@CtOf T,/Tb on COITelatiO1lOf heat. -tranafor Cocfflcienta
was the same for heat extraction as for heat additipn. Thcso
results wem obtained with an Inconcl Lubo having a lo.ngth-
diameter ratio of 60 and a Mlmouth entrance for a rango
of T,/Tb from 0.46 to 0.82, The data mc correlated in the
conventional manner in figure 11 using thwmal conduct ivi-
tiee from rcfercnccs 7 and 8 with the” physical propcrLios
evaluated at Lht?average tcmperaturo Tb. Included is tho
line repiesent.ing equation (10) modified for variotion in
L/D, w~lch bccomcs
%?=00’’(%9”8(%?)”4(‘“)
The efhwt of a decrease in T,/Tbfrom 0.82 to 0,46 on tho
Corrdation of the data is negligible, and tho datn can I.m
adequately represented by equation (16).
The data in figure 11 do not ncceasarily show that no
effect of T,/Tb exists for cooling inasmuch as the uso of a
smaller variation of conductivity with trmprwnturo wouh.i
result. in an increase in Nusselt number for a dccreaso in
T,/Tb and hence introduce an cffwt of T,/Thinh the data.
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Reynolds ntimb, ~
FIGCEE 11.-oonventkud method of mrrehtfng heat-transfer eoeJ3efenti mfth bat e rtrae
fIon from air. Inconel tnbq W@—dame ter mtb, W ~ .h entrence.
The effects of using smaller variatiom of conductivity are
shown in figures 12 (a) and 12 (b) tith the data based on
the conductivity data. of reference 10 and on the assumption
that conductivity varies m t-he square root of temperature,
respectively. In figure 12 (a), the data are correMed ac-
cord~ to equation (15a) for heat addition. A considcxable
overcomeotion for the efiects of T./Tb is obtained, which
indicates that the effect of T,/Ta for coding is smaller than
that obtained for heat~bg. h @e 12 (b), howe~er, where
the data are correlated accorc@ to equation (15b) for heat
addition, the separation of the data is very sndl, indim@g
that- for the assumption that conductivity -reties as the
square root of temperature the effect of TJT~ is the same
for both the heating and coding data, and that both the
coding and the heating data can be represented by equa-
tion (15b).
. Summary plots of heat-trmsfer data.—Heat-transfer data
have been shown for a range of R.eynoIds number, surface
temperature, inIet-air temperature, entrance configuration,
and length-diameter ratio, and for heat~~ and cooling of
the air. The results are summarized in @e 13, which
shows on single plots data from previc-us figures, which
incIude a.11the foregoing variables.
The data me correlated m figure 13 (a) by the modified
method using the thermal conductivity data of references 7
and 8 with the physical properties and density evahmted at
T.. The line representing equation (15) is included for
comparison. & previously show-n, all t-he heat~~ daka ob-
tained with an inlet-air temperature of 535° R regardless of
length-diameter ratio, surface temperature, or entrance con-
figuration can be represented with good accuracy by the
!U8SS7-5L24
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(b) PhysimI pmpertim c1 afr evalnwted at film tempemttue T“ tbermel eondmtlvfcy pro-
~ to +?.
——
FtGmF. l!L-ModWied method of comdatlng best-tmnsfer meCloienk with M exhction
from air. —
reference Iine. The high inlet-air temperature data and the “’
cooIing data fti below the reference line, so that equation
(15) does not appIy with desirable .accuraey for all the “–
ooiditions irrrestigaied.
The data of Qgum 13 (a) are replotted in figure 13 (b)
using the thermal conductivity da~a from referen~e 10, and —
with the physicaI properties and density evaluated at TMS.
.
-—
—
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kdif’ied Reynokk numbq ~,
(n) Physkd PFJPWGICSof air evaluated at snrfam tamwatum ‘r,; thermal wndueiivity
in’oport!mutlto T~JJ.
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kdified Reynolds numbw, ‘~~
~} PhysIed prqwrtks of ah c.valoitwl at film tempratum T$,n; thermal mnduethky
proportional tu !ro.~s.
FIWJRB 18,—Surnmary plot cdexpadmcntd data using nmdMod method of oorreie,ttng heat -
tmnsfer coot?leicntu,
The lini representing equation (15a) is included. Trends
w’ith temperature kwrl and with T,/Tb are reduecd compared
with @e 13 (a). Tho high inlet-air temperature data and
the cooling data again deviate farthest from the referenca
Iine.
Mbdified Reynokfs nwntq +
(c) Physlml propcrt!es ofa[r ovalnatti at film temfi!ntm? ?% thermal eonductivltg Pmlmr-
tione.1to 17.
FIGURE I?.. -Concluded. Summary plot of exp?rimentaI Mu using moditkd method of
relating heat-t ransfcr mcSleien k.
.Fi@re 13 (c) shows t.ho data of figurm 13 (a) and 13 (b)
replotted using the assumption that tlwrmal conductivity
varies m the square root of tempmwturct and with the
physical properties and density cvalufi tod at. TP The lino
repres@ting equation (MI.)) is included. The conductivity-
tcmpwature relation rwsmrnc.clin figure 13 (c) rcsuhs in tho
best ccnmhtion of all t-ho present data. Tmmls with respwt
to temperature IOVC1and with T./Tb for both heut addition
and heat extraction are almost completely rliminahxl and
the data can be represented by equation (15b).
CORRELATION OF FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
Friction coefllcients without heat transfer.-:~vcragc half-
friction coefficients j/2 cdculatml hy equation (6) for flow
without heat t.ransfcr arc plotted figainat Reynolds number
@/#b in figure 14 (a). Includcd for comparison is the lint!
represent ing the. Khn6 n-Nikuradsc relation bctwwm frict ion
coofficicnt and Reynolds number for incompressible turbuhmt
flow, which is
$7=4WI)-”’
~
and. the line repremnting
circular tuhes, which is
(17)
the equation for laminar flow in
f_ 8
2 GD (18)
~b
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Reuonably good agreement. with the K&rmAn-Nlmradse
line is obtained for aII five cor@urations in the range of
Reynolds number correspond~ to turbuIent flow. It is of
interest that the K6rmh.n-N”ikuradse relation, which -was de-
rived for incompressible flow, applies with good accuracy to
compressible flow, iwwmuch as the present data cover a range
of tub~.sit Mach number up to 1.0.
Figure 14 (a) illustrates the agreement of t-he data obtained
in the present i.rmstigaticm without heat transfer with the
results of other investigators, which me in gened agreement
with equations (17) and (18).
FYictfon coefficients tith heat addition.-Repreeentat-i-ie
friction data, obtained with heat addition to the air, areshown
in figure 14 (b). Data for no heat- tramsfer (T,/Ta, 1.0), and
the Ki%miin-lKkrradse and tier flow Iines are included
for comparison. These datm are for an liconeI tube having a
Iength-dkuneter ratio of 60 amd a belh.nouth entrance, and
were obtained simultaneously with the heat-transfer data of
figure 5.
The datrc for low surface temperatures (2’,, 605° and 675° R)
agree fairly welI with those for no heat. addition. As the
-.
surface temperature is increased, however, f/2decreases
high ReynoMe numbers and stays the same or increases
# 1 1 1 1 # b I It
I t II I I I Iii
1 & 1 1 1 I It
‘[-vv.Oj r-
.0
/0’ 10’ [0’ /0’
at
at
Reynokfsnumber, ~
k+}Xo kt tmnsfeqInconeltr&3 Met-ahtempera- 5s3” R.
(b) EetttaddItbu- Inrond tu@ kngthdkmeter ratio, w hellmouth entrance; Met%
temperature, 5?4° B.
FrGmE 14.—Tnrktkmcda~ half-fkfctfoncoaEIefenttith Reynolds numk.
Mbdtfi=ed Reynolds numL& ~. ~D
Ps
(a) VkccWy md density emdtid at amhce tem~tore T,.
FIG~E 15.—\-arfatfond modltkd IulGfrktfonuAFMentwith modhled Reynolds numb?r
with heat addition- Inconel tmbe; kn@h-dhmeter ratio, w belhnonth entmnm; Inlet-nk
tempemttlh, 535°R.
low Repolda numbers, so that the data cannot be repr~
sented by a single line. These results are typical of those
obtaine-d with other entrances and lengthdiameter ra ties.
Modified fiction coefficient,-Various methods of defining
the Reynolds number and the dynamic pressure on which t:
base tie average fiction cdticient were tried in an attempt
to eliminate we trends shown in figure 14 (b). One such
method was to base the dynamic pressure on a density emlu-
ated at the surface temperature and a velocity e-mluat ed at
the average air temperature and to plot the result~~ friction
coefficient against the modified Reynolds number P,I”@/P,.
‘L’he friction coefficient defned in the foregoing way f, is
given by equation (9).
The results of this method of correlating the friction data
are illustrated in @m-e 15 (a), where fJ2 is plotted against
ptV@/P,. The data are the same m in figure 14 (b), and
curves representing the Kti-Nilmradse and the laminar”
flow equatiom are aggin included.
In general, the fiction coefficient is overcorrected and
increases with an increase in TJT~ at oonstant mod&ed
ReynoMs number. Figure 15 (a) is typical of the results
obtained with other entrances and hmgth-diumeter ratios.
T&e friction factor w= also de@ed on the basis of a
density evaluated at the fi temperature Tr (equation (8)).
The resulting frh%ion coefficient was then plotted against the
modified Remolds number with the density and viscosity
. >,.-
.-
..-
..-—
—.
—
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evaluated at~he ti temperature Tf. The da~a of figure 15 (a) .-
are replotted in this manner in figure 15 (b). The trends
with T,/To are ebi.nated for ReynoMs numbers above
20,000 and the data can be represented with reasonable
accuracy by the E&rmfm-Nikuradae relation using modified
parameters.
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Effect of entrance configuration,-Friction data obtained
simultaneously with the heat-transfer data of figure 8 using
an Inconel tube (Icngth-diameter ratio, 60) -with long-
approrwh find righ &anglc*c{ge entrances are shown in figure
16 (a). Data for no heat transfer are included. At Rey~olds
numhel% above 20,000, the data of figure 16 (a) aro in reason-
able a~weement with the h“hrmfm line, which was aeon in
figure 15 (b) to fit the Mlmouth-ntmnce data with good
accuracy. ‘l’he data for the right-angle-edge entrance fall
sligldy below the reference line. No particular significance
can be tittachcd to this small deviation, however! and it is
felt that the average friction coefficients for all three entrauccs
can ho approximated with sufficient accuracy at modified
Ihqmokls numbers greater than about Z0,000 by the relation
-~=’l+-%vz)-o.s‘“)Id~
Mill N“A 535 i.O0!0 675 12
885
1070
;z&5
I735
2050
(b) V!smefty and donefty evehmted at flhn tamperaturo T1.
FmuRE 16.—ConcIuded. Vadattrm of modlded half-frfetfon meftk?ant with modlfkd Rey-
nolti numbw wkb heat addItkm. Inwn81 tnbq Iengthdfametar rntto, ~; belhnouth
entmmx; Inlet-air temp?mture, S35°R.
Effect of Iength-diameter ratio and hdet-air tempera-
ture,---Friction data. obtained with heat addition to the air
for length-diameter ratios of 30 and 120 and for idebair
tempmaturea from 535° to 1460° R arc shown in figure 16 (b).
The data of figure 16’ (b), which are for a belhnouth
entrance, fall above the h“6rmfm line, whereas the belllnout,ll
data in figure 15 (b), which correspond to a length-diameter
ratio of 60, fall on the line, ATOparticular significance can be
at t.achml to these differences, however, and it is fdt that t-he
data for the range of length-diamotm ratio and inlet-air
temperature considered can be represented with sufficient
accuracy by equation (19).
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(a) Effect of ent.ranea mrda’uration wkb heat add[tlon. Inccmd tuiw; length-dlamdcr
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(b) Efket of kngthdiameter ret!o and Ink-t4r temperature wfth heat 8ddItIon, Inconcl
(a) Effeet ofheatexfraetkm.hwm%itube;lerrgth-dbimctor mtlo, W
FmuBr ltl.-VarlatIon ofmodLlledhaU.frfetkm merncknt with modblcd Reynohls number,
Effect of heat extraction, --Friction coefficimts obtuinw]
simultaneously with thv data of figure 11 for hctit ust raction
from the air are shown in figurr 16 (c). Dttta for no h(’al
transfer arc included. Tlw coordinates and th{’ refermcr
Iinc are the same as in figures 15 (b) to 16 (b). ~hc data POT1
be rcprcscmtcd with reasonable accuracy by thr rvfcrencc linr
for turbulent flow.
SUMMARY OF IMWJL!I!S
The results of this investigation of heat transfer and
associated pressure drops conducted with air flowing through
smooth tubes for a range of surface-to-air temperature ratio
horn 0.46 to 3.5, surface temperature bm 535° to 3050° R,
inlet-air temperature horn 535° to 1500° R, Reynolds num-
ber up to 500,000, exit Mach number up to 1.0, length-
diameter ratio from 30 to 120, and for three entrsnce con-
figurations may be summarized as follows:
1. ~onventional methods of correlating average heat-
h-ansfer coefficients, wherein specific -heat, viscosity, and
thermal conductivity are evaluated at the average air
temperature, resulted in a considerable and progressive
separation of the data with incre~ed surface-to-air tempera-
ture ratio for heat addition to the air. Evaluation of the
physical properties at the ti or surface temperature, instead
of the bulk temperature, aggravated the sepmation.
Z. Satisfactory correlation of heating data obtained with
inlet-air temperatures near 535° R was obtained for the range
of surface temperature considered when the Reynolds number
was modified by substituting the product of air density evalu-
ated at the surface tempwature and velocit y evahmte,d at the
average total air temperature for the conventiomd mass flow
per unit cross-sectional area, and the properties of the air
were evaluated at- the average surface temperature.
3. ~orrelation of the heating data obtained at inlet-air
temperatures above 535° R by the modified method resuhed
in a decrease in Nusselt number for an increase in average
air temperature, -which was eliminated by the assumption
that the t,hermil conductivity of air varies as the square root
of temperature and by the evacuation of the physical prop-,
ert.ies of air including density at a temperature midway
between air and surface temperatures instead of at the
surface temperature.
4. TIM the assumption that thermal conductivity varies
as the square root of temperature, data obtained for cooIing
of t-he air indicated that the effect of surface-to-air temper-
ature ratio was the sane as for heat addition, so thah both
heat~~ and” cooling data can be represented by the same
equation.
5. The use of diflerent entrmces to the test section (that is,
a long-approach; a right_ngle-edge, or a bellmouth entmmce)
had negligible effect on average heat-tiansfer coticimts, at
Ieast for Iength-diameter ratios of 60 or greater.
6. Variation in tube Iength-ckneter ratio had a rektively
small effect on average heat-trader coefficients, which was
satisfactorily accounted for by including a parameter for
length-diameter ratio in the correlation equation.
7. Friction coefficients for no heat transfer, calculated
from a dynamic pressure based on an average air density,
were in good agreement with those obtained by other inves-
tigators. The cmrespond~ friction coefficients obtained
with heat addition to the air showed a considerable effect- of
surface-to-ak tempemture ratio for the ReynoIds numbers in
the turbulent region.
8. MI the friction data cmdd be represented with reason- “-
able accuracy by the Ktirmhu-Mlmradse reIat.ion for incom-
preseibIe turbulent flow by usiq a friction coefficient cal-. _
culated from a dynamic pressure based on a density evalu-
ated at the fi temperature and the modified ReynoIds _
number in which the density and viscosity were evaluated at .-
a temperature midway between the air and surface tern- -
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